
KEIGHLEY E v BRIGHOUSE C - WON 20 – 0 

29th January 2017 

The Brighouse C Team were able to field their strongest team of the season and overwhelmed a 

Keighley C Team, winning by a margin of +109 IMPs for a 20 – 0 victory.  

In the first round, Les & Christine made a good sacrifice bid at board 3, going down by two tricks, 

when 4 Hearts comfortably made for all the east-west pairs (+11 IMPs on that board). Board 4 was 

even more productive as Mike & Eunice successfully defended 4 Hearts, which made on all the other 

tables (+12 IMPs). And on board 7 Neil & George were the only ones to bid and make 3NT (+13 

IMPs). We were +32 IMPs in profit at the end of the round – an excellent start. 

The second round continued in similar fashion. Our east-west pairs bid and made game in 3NT 

whereas our opponents failed to find the game contract (+15 IMPs). Similarly, our opponents 

handed us another +14 IMPs on board 13 when our north-south pairs both bid and made 3NT, and 

their north-south pairs didn’t. Continuing this trend, Keith & Edwina’s opponents let them play in 2 

Hearts on board 16 when they themselves should have been in game in one of the minor suits 

(another 10 IMPs). We finished the round another +29 IMPs to the good. 

Despite what had gone on before, the third round proved to be our purple patch with a haul of 

another +47 IMPs. On board 18, Neil & George restricted their opponents to 10 tricks in a 5 Spades 

contract when Mike & Eunice made 13 tricks in a spades game contract (+13 IMPs). Les & Christine 

made 12 tricks in a 3NT contract on board 19, the only ones to make that contract (+12 IMPs). The 

good news continued on board 20, where Keith & Edwina were the only ones to bid and make 4 

Spades (+12 IMPs). But board 23 proved to be the most productive of the round (+16 IMPs) as our 

two north-south pairs bid and comfortably made game in Hearts and our opponents failed even to 

bid the game contract. A gain of 47 IMPs on the round saw us ahead by +108 Imps overall. 

It appears we took our foot off the pedal in the final round, gaining only 1 further IMP. It did, 

however, provide the highlight of the match, as on board 28 Les & Christine were the only ones to 

bid and make a slam in 6 Spades. Coupled with the fact that Keith & Edwina prevented their 

opponents from making the slam in 6NT, board 28 gave us +17 IMPs. 

This was an excellent performance from each of our pairs who all finished with positive scores, but a 

special mention to Les & Christine who amassed over 3,000 points. This was our best win of the 

season and should propel us nicely up the league table.  

Pair Boards 1-8 Boards 9-16 Boards 17-24 Boards 25-32 Totals 

1. Les & Christine (N/S) 390 500 1610 570 3070 

2. Neil & George (E/W) 930 -40 540 560 1990 

3. Mike & Eunice (N/S) 630 120 470 -400 820 

4. Keith & Edwina (E/W) 10 1640 740 180 2570 

Totals 1960 2220 3360 910 8450 

 

Very well played to everyone! 

Keith Stones. 


